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Swami: You have any more questions, Sally? 
 
Sally: No, just what you said you wanted to talk tonight, that is I 
think, what we’re waiting for.  
 
Swami: So you understood last night, the concept? Everybody 
understood? Hello, Gloria, you understood? 
 
Gloria:  No.  
 
Swami: See, you can see in their eyes. Why? 
 
Gloria: I didn’t understand why, when you have the relationship 
with the Mother you have to suffer, and what does it really mean 
for your spiritual path? I understand about giving things up but I 
don’t understand about suffering.  
 
Swami: You understand Jerry?  So what is your answer to her? 
 
Jerry: It would be two parts. One is, that whatever she is giving 
you, you don’t take it as a suffering, you take it as, she has her 
attention on you. And the more you can accept, the more the 
reality of her maya will become clearer to you. Like Jesus, he could 
change the suffering but he really wanted to know her layers of her 
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illusions. He really wanted to know her completely. The minute he 
would reject that, it would mean there was some part of her 
creation he could not accept. So if you want to know the Mother, 
you really have to accept everything she has to give. And the only 
solution out of that is sthita pregnatata, which is the suffering is the 
same as the bliss. You walk the same line knowing it’s a part of her 
creation, and that’s the only way of suffering. 
 
Gloria: I don’t still understand it, feel I understand it but he’s very 
clearly speaking, and I understand what he’s saying, but in my 
heart and in my soul I don’t understand. Like if I look at millions of 
people dying of starvation, if I look at all the people suffering, like 
2009 is coming, terrible things will happen, so I’m suppose to look 
at that and feel bliss? Like, “Ah, she’s giving a blessing to all these 
people.” Is that what one is suppose to do? 
 
Swami: He’s coming (Indian procession bringing Baba’s picture back to 
Mandir after parading it all throughout the village).  
 
I’ll tell one story. In front of the ocean a small boy is sitting 
watching the ocean waves. A few starfishes are coming out and 
he’s taking the starfishes and throwing them again in the water. An 
old man came to him, “Who are you to make the starfishes 
survive? There are millions of starfishes dying, you don’t need to 
protect.” Then he said, “I don’t know if millions of star fishes are 
dying or not, but I am giving the life to what I am seeing those 
small fishes coming out. I’m doing my job.”  
 
Her creation, if you see it, don’t think it is only this planet, this 
Earth, like this there are millions, millions of things like the same 
type of creations. This is 0.0000.1%. My first comment is, “Beyond 
the science is spirituality - beyond the science.” One part, yes, it’s a 
law, it’s a standard law, as much as you enjoyed the bitterness, that 
much sweetness you can produce - that’s the law. As much as you 
really enjoyed all the time happiness, one day you have to go to 
that part too - you have to see the both sides no matter what. When 
you’re reaching her, why she needs to kill the rakshasas, Suras, the 
Maishasura, the Bhasmasuras? There’s a lot of evil characters she 
takes care. It means if you’re really taking care of her job, if you 
want to do some job, yes you have to go through. 
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Gloria: Like for instance the Devi Bhagavatam, they tell the story 
on Vishwamitra and Vashista, they tortured the king, Hari 
Chandra and his wife and child for many, many, many years to see 
whether he really had a good character or not. So how does that, I 
don’t really understand that part. I know, but I don’t really 
understand that part of it, why a character so powerful, so great 
would take that king and destroy his life, and ruin his everything. 
Then in the end, “Okay, now you can go to heaven. You’re a good 
guy.” He said, “Wait, I can’t go by myself, I have to take my 
kingdom.” Which I thought was really super from him but he had 
to go through terrible things his whole life, that’s that burning in 
that same place we’re going – Hari Chandra Ghat.  
 
Swami: That’s why I said, “Let’s go to the Hari Chandra ghat.” 
Every person for the final climax journey, walking with me to be in 
that place, to spend some time with me in that place. 
 
Gloria: So does it mean that each one of us, if you want to do 
something good, you have to experience that much terrible in your 
life in order to do that much good. It’s a balance?  
 
Swami: If you’re really going that much through, it means, why I 
need to be here?  What is the purpose of me to come here? I’m here. 
You understand? If I want you to go through, I won’t look at you - 
you’ll go through that. If I’m looking at you, there’s no chance. It’s 
serious. Since this Mother Divine Festival, I really wanted to come 
and sit in this fire ceremony. Many days the fire pujas are running. 
I didn’t even visit for one time – not even one time. It’s not a bad 
intention. To make him to get holy bath, I love to do it – no need to. 
 
So we’ll see tonight. Sometime I’ll come, and everybody be ready 
the late night. Simple little, two big channels what I want to give it. 
The two powerful bijakshras, on the time I want to give the 
initiation, to you to experience the Mother’s Womb energy, and 
after receiving the Mother Womb energy and how to implement 
that energy in the coming days in your life. Clear? So have your 
small towels, and try to make the senior top students, who crossed 
the five years, the first layer, then all University students second 
layer, then the visitors the third layer – from the Mandir Temple to 
the Fire pit you can sleep as a groups. And try to prepare the 
sandalwood paste if you have it. And make sure your mala and the 
power objects are with you. And what you’re receiving, the 
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shaktipat is quite important and amazing - the initiation. And don’t 
get shock and panic, like you’re in a deep sleep and Swami comes 
and giving you a shaktipat and getting…. and also I’ll give a talk, 
make sure all the sound-systems is working, thirty to forty minutes 
by grace of him, I’ll release the information. It’s the first time it’s 
coming out this information in the globe.  
 
Good he’s here (Baba). Let him to come inside.  
 
 
(Later that night, Swami continues the discussion and talks on giving the 
process initiation)  
 
 
Swami:  Do you like spirituality?  
 
Gloria: I have mixed feelings. 
 
Swami: Majority you don’t like isn’t it? 
 
Gloria: No. I really love it but the further I go the harder it 
becomes.  
 
Swami: So what is your confusion you said? 
 
Gloria: Well, I guess the further that you go, the more you wonder 
if you can really make it or not because in the beginning it looks 
very, in a way it seems very simple. But as you go into it, it 
becomes more deep and complicated, and you don’t know if you 
really can do it. You want to, you really want to. Whether you have 
whatever it takes, sometimes I’m not sure. Maybe I don’t have the 
intelligence, or I’m not fast enough in my thinking, or I’m not quick 
enough to see the right moments, or whatever. 
 
Swami: Everybody can hear what she’s saying?  
 
Students: No.  
 
Swami: She’s saying she doesn’t know, maybe she’s not fast 
enough to understand. As we know the Sri Chakra, in the Sri 
Chakra petals, what I explained very clearly: ya ma tha raa ja baa na 
sa la gam, na ja bha ja ja ja ra, ma sa ja sa ta ta ga… there’s lot of… ya 
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ma, ma ya – I told you there. The maya is nothing but purely her. 
We’re coming from her; we’re going back to her, then we’re 
reaching to Shiva, again we’re coming back. This cycle we have to 
come until we reach her, and we really dissolve in her no matter 
what, no matter how many lifetimes it takes it. The strongest 
method so far, nobody had that channel through the masters, how 
to implement na ma shi va ya. If anybody knows how to implement 
na ma shi va ya – ma is there, ya is there – na ma shi va ya. It’s already 
hidden in that. Those two letters, we might think it’s so funny. 
 
The most quite amazing extraordinary supernatural power - na ma 
shi va ya. And what we have the Personal Mantra, implementing 
that personal mantra, and what you already know this prayer, the 
Sky Mantra, plus, ya ma tha raa ja baa na sa la gam. It’s a perfect 
matching, perfect preparation for the energy, what you really can 
feel the womb chakra energy in you. It’s a right combination of 
how to prepare the perfect energy to the womb chakra. Even Shiva, 
whenever he wants to generate… generally his big nature is the 
destroying. In the destroying also, it is amazing hidden. A person 
doesn’t have any right to destroy if he doesn’t know how to create 
that. We have no right. When you’re destroying something, you 
have to know again how to regenerate that. 
 
Shiva is the most… We might think Brahma is the most powerful 
creator. It’s true. That Brahma Consciousness, already Shiva kept in 
his consciousness in the water on his head. Through the Shiva 
energy, everything has come out. In him the maya is hidden. So if 
we handle him… that’s why majority I keep making you to go 
inside Dwarkamai to keep doing the abhishek to the Shiva Lingam 
and keep changing the water to that big Shiva Lingam in the tank.  
Entire in India… the most powerful place in the globe is India. 
Majority it is linked with the Shiva character. If we see in the 
Kumbhamela, all the avadhuts, aghoras and ghoras, the saints, 
with the learning… who learns amazing yogas, and siddhis, 
they’re all linked with Shiva.  
 
Again coming to the point, to the womb chakra, what we received 
that energy is making you, flowing in you. The womb chakra is a 
creation everyday, is starting in you. Whenever some creation 
abilities is growing in you, the same time, what you have the 
attachments to the normal levels around you, you have to lose it. 
Automatically we will lose it. You cannot make the both like a 
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balancing. Many people have the biggest concept, “Why can’t I go 
with my body to the heaven? Why can’t I make my body also 
disappear to the heaven?” That’s 0.00001% rare, rare, rare - no need 
to do that. Who really can donate your body, your bones, your 
hair, your nails, this mud again back to the earth, or back to ash, 
that soul who turned, as their body also disappears, who dropped 
their body, that soul is unbelievably powerful. 
 
Many people are still having the big question mark, “Where is 
Jesus Christ’ samadhi? He came back. He came from heaven. Okay, 
let’s believe that but personally I won’t believe that. What I have 
the information, what is my experiences, it’s clear his samadhi 
exists somewhere in the globe. And he’s been through as a normal 
person, at the same time, quite amazing supernatural powers. He 
walked pretty good in the globe. Why I’m saying this, whenever 
we have a deals with the nature, whenever you want to take a 
pretty good control of the nature, whenever the nature is giving the 
creation and you want to deal with that creation, to fix that 
creation, to re-fix the problem, yes, you have to know the 
mechanism first, of your Womb Chakra energy.  
 
Who really develops his Womb Chakra energy, as much as that 
person, will become as an avatar so far in the planet. Who doesn’t 
have the awareness of the Womb Chakra, even though they’re 
doing lot of sadhanas in the planet, lot of formulas - they still got 
stuck. You have to know the creation point. The creation point is 
nothing but clearly hidden in the womb chakra. The womb chakra 
is the biggest responsible for everything what you’re seeing it, 
what you cannot feel anything, that everything is responsible. It 
means you can give the big chance to the nature can play on you 
too, or you also can protect, pretty good chance, she cannot play on 
you. Simply you can escape, too.  
 
So far what I know, including Vishwamitra, including Adi 
Shankaracharya, they have all been through, got punched one 
hundred percent by the womb chakra. It’s not the kama subject; it’s 
the womb chakra. Who was the expert of the womb chakra, then 
later on they discovered, and put it on the palm leaves. 
Vishwamitra Maharshi, he told the Gayatri Mantra, and he told it 
who really chants the Gayatri Mantra, like a snake, every little time 
later it releases the skin. It is the same like in us… we release the, 
we decharge the womb chakra, the unnecessary stuff out, the 
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energy out. That is part of the secret what is hidden in that. So, 
who really prepared to make it strong, your womb chakra, what I 
told it to receiving that, your womb chakra day-by-day becomes 
strong.  
 
Many people might have the thought, “Swami how come for the 
male, they really have the womb chakra, too?” Yes, they still have 
that fragrance, that energy. But the females in the globe, ten times 
is more powerful than the male persons, they’ll super easy get 
success, the females. But the males, so far what I’ve seen, they’re 
the majority successful persons. The females are getting failures. 
The females are not maintaining, whenever they’re under the 
menses timings, their energy in a prompt way. When we enter in a 
right property, a power spot, whenever the blood is unnecessarily 
decharging, generally you should not walk, you should enter into 
that place - you’re receiving lot of high energy, then you aren’t able 
to have the ability to keep that energy. It’s not in a negative way – 
don’t think in a negative way. That’s a sensitive period of time you 
have to protect. Better to be in the quite calm, in your room and 
place. You should not affect your womb chakra.  
 
So, in the planet the most amazing powerful person – na ma shi va 
ya. If you know how to control that, your energy levels, you’re well 
protected. You’re a pretty powerful person. Don’t think I’m 
escaping here. I’m clear on this.  It doesn’t matter if your are person 
having tons of desires. Doesn’t matter you’re a person having 
unbelievable fickle person. Doesn’t matter you’re a person of 
unbelievable stress all the time. Doesn’t matter you’re all the time 
facing amazing negative karmas. Doesn’t matter you’re always 
receiving the problems, problems, problems… From your 
childhood too, until to now, you keep going in the problems as a 
river. You never, ever see something you have as a hope in your 
life, something you have to feel good yourself, can establish 
something great abilities, can lead your life happily and 
successfully. You have been through that much. You’re going 
through that much because of, the creation part of in you, the real 
major generator that’s in you, is not strong enough.   
 
If you make that as strong enough, what you’re going through, 
what is playing around you is nothing because of, you’re already a 
big fire. Circumstance fire cannot burn you. You know what I’m 
saying? You’re a big poison. You are a power. You don’t need 
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another power to help you. Already his poison is completely in 
you; a snake cannot harm you – cannot harm you, you can take it 
out. Even a snake has bitten you, the poison is injected - take it out, 
burn it.  
 
It means the Elements, the energy, the maya energy, you know the 
maya, you might think, “How we can feel that Swami, the maya? 
How we really can feel our womb chakra energy, the abilities what 
we’re really carrying it?” You’ll automatically feel it. Before, you 
are in an anti-vaastu house, then you enter into a good Vaastu 
house, then your lifestyle you’ll automatically see it. There is no 
explanation, perfect way to that. You are the right judge for 
yourself, to make yourself to feel it.  
 
Once you start to feeling it, who really gave the initiation to you, 
that person can feel it, “Yes, you’re really going through in a good 
way.” Then can make you to each others, to lift that up. A process 
with a master, a process with the Guru Parampara, who really 
maintains that no matter what, with a high, dedicated discipline 
way, so far I didn’t see any failures, not this lifetime from 
thousands of years.  
 
None of the students of Jesus, they’re not really success people. 
They’re not. They received the information - they neglected it. 
After his crucifixion, the real Mother, a lady, healed him back to 
being alive through her strong womb chakra. He already had the 
amazing, most powerful amazing womb chakra, who I really met 
in my life, and dealt with in my life. I have never, ever seen such a 
strong womb chakra on the planet. I cannot judge, I’m a peanut, 
but I know very clear. And the same person in the boat, but I saw 
it. Even though they’re playing the illusions on him, he simply 
smiled and accepted it. First he gave the chance, “Let it play,” then 
he replayed that.  
 
You know the normal creation biggest problems? You might think 
our desires, our blocks. That’s a part, the real part, a seed for 
everything in creation, what you already had in you — a spark of a 
creation is hidden in you, a clarity of the fragrance is hidden in 
you, in your Womb Chakra. So, how depth you go, how far you go, 
wherever the journey leads to you, let it go to make it stronger, 
that. But we already met like this, again we’re meeting like this. We 
already know each other. The cycle again came back. You met 
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Jerry, Sherry, Gloria but you know guys, each others before. You 
know each other but there is a wall between you. That wall today 
I’m going to remove it. Today is the major concept to remove that 
wall, then let’s try to see it. Sometimes, even I remove the wall, if 
you don’t want to see, if you close your eyes I cannot help that. 
You know what I’m saying?  
 
Two masters they made one strong test to two different type of 
people. One is so poor person. One master wants to help him to 
give prosperity. The other master told him, “I cannot make him to 
get success.” The two masters had a big fight. Then they played the 
game. A person walking in the forest, one master created a vessel 
in front of that person, with a gold coins. That person is walking. 
Immediately he had a thought, “How it will be if I close my eyes 
and walk for a little bit. How it really feels it, how it really looks 
it?” Then he closed his eyes and he walked. In front of him is the 
box of the gold coins. He lost it. Then another person is coming on 
his horse. He’s going super fast. I think I told this story before. That 
horse kicked the vessel. It jumped up. Then he found the gold 
coins. 
 
Why I’m saying this, sometimes, still the Guru Paramparas, even if 
I take the decision, “Okay, I’m removing the wall.” If he decides, 
“Let it be closed for awhile.”  But I don’t think so. I don’t think so. 
Are you clear on this?  Any questions on this? 
 
Marco: So what’s the difference when the walls are gone? What is 
that experience Swami?  
 
Swami: We will see you in Hari Chandra Ghat, at Hari Chandra 
Ghat. Understand? 
 
Marco: I thought I was going there anyway? 
 
Swami: You sure? 
 
Marco: No.  
 
Swami: Good. 
 
Marco: Does this also change anything, any walls between the 
student and the master? 
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Swami: Absolutely. Absolutely. Absolutely. I’m not making you 
guys for a time pass. You’ll see it. Any questions? 
 
Betty: So, we’ll we get visions of how we use to be in other 
lifetimes as well as everyone else here? 
 
Swami: Yes. Yes. From today onwards, your sleep won’t be normal 
sleep. It’s a bliss sleep. It’s called Yoga Nidra. Yoga? Nidra. Even 
you want to sleep like a normal human being, you cannot. You 
cannot. I really slept as a human thousands of years ago. I’m 
serious. I tried my maximum best to sleep as a human, to really log 
sleep. Even the big boss, he wanted to take different ways to relax 
and sleep. He tried his maximum best. He didn’t succeed either. He 
didn’t succeed but you’ll see it. It’s not painful. It’s not a painful. If 
you don’t want that, whenever you stop your personal mantra, 
then you’ll lose that. Whenever you’re not chanting that, you’re 
ignoring your personal mantra, then again you’re a normal person 
sleeping. Clear? 
 
Anna: Does that mean that gives the Shiva energy, the Shiva 
quality, that kind of sleep? 
 
Swami: Yes. 
 
Anna: I have another question about womb chakra. How to make it 
strong? Is there a link between the power spot and the womb 
chakra?  
 
Swami: Yes. 
 
Anna: Can you say little more about it because we use both but 
what is the connection there? 
 
Swami: Your power spot for many lifetimes, it leads, keep leads, 
leads, leads. When you’re carrying your Womb Chakra right now, 
until you take off from your body, you have a chance is with you, 
you can implement that but a power spot had a long role - chance. 
 
Anna: Does that mean, for example, before we go in a process, we 
go to our power spot and take some energy out, does that transfer 
some energy in that moment to be present in the process? 
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Swami: Give me an example. 
 
Anna: Well, before we go in a process in the Dwarkamai, usually 
we close our eyes and focus with our third eye on our power spot 
and say, for example, “Right now I’m taking fifty percent my 
energy out to have clarity in my process.” Does that mean in that 
moment we suck the energy from our power spot and transfer it to 
the womb chakra? 
 
Swami: Yes. Yes. Done? 
 
Daisy: Does removing the wall mean you’re going to see the true 
reality with your own two eyes? 
 
Swami: Again, going back to the subject? You’re going to start to 
seeing the realities. How many people really believed Jesus Christ’s 
crucifixion is not a khandana yoga, it’s not a khanadana yoga, it’s 
really a crucifixion? 
 
Gloria: Well before you said it was a khandana yoga I thought it 
was a crucifixion.  
 
Swami: Won’t believe it’s a khandana yoga, but it’s a crucifixion?  
 
Gloria:  Oh no, I believe it was a khandana yoga.  
 
Swami: One million percent that is clearly khandana yoga. What 
already you are involved in, that process of that yoga, you’re 
already involved with that. There are many yogas, quite amazing 
many yogas. What you can pull that out, can make yourself 
stronger, through your womb chakra. 

Big Warning: No permission to teach this process to anyone!!! 
This initiation, who is really here, it’s only applicable who are 
here tonight. You don’t have permission to teach this to anybody 
at any place. You don’t have permission. If you teach it to 
somebody, it’s clear you don’t need to do anymore spiritual 
sadhana in your life. It’s gone .   
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How to prepare your womb chakra stronger, is only who are 
hearing from my voice here today. Only you guys. You cannot tell 
to somebody, “Hey man, this way, lift that.” Then you lost it. It 
won’t work to you. I’m not cursing. I’m not giving a negative 
feeling here. It’s true. I waited for this for this entire whole 
program. I’m pretty good away from this around, to be, to release 
for this moment. Absolutely not. Today he (Baba) decided, he 
chose to you people to be here. Done. Clear?  
 
By mistake, if you tell it (this process), please… you can come as 
a devotee or a good friend, but you cannot… whatever you do 
your sadhana, it doesn’t work (you’ll lose your sadhana energy).  
Until first you have to grow enough. Grow? Enough. First you 
have to grow enough. So, what else? 
 
Marco: Swami how do you do that? Is that working with angels, 
the Guru Parampara enforcing that rule, making that rule making 
that energy lose?  
 
Swami: You cannot make the southwest swimming pool. That’s 
the law, that’s a law, so how come you say, “Swami southwest 
swimming pool?” If you stay there, you’re out. If I say how I’m 
doing it, the whole process is a waste. You want to know that? 
 
Students: No.  
 
Swami: He’s asking that.  
 
Allie: I still don’t understand the relationship between Womb 
Chakra and Sri Chakra, because so far Sri Chakra was the creation 
yantra.  
 
Swami: We’ll discuss that later. Clear? Ready to go to sleep?  
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: Good.  
 
End of Talk 
 


